Negotiation is a critical skill that is
required to obtain something of
value or importance.

Review basic negotiation concepts
and strategies, along with ways to
be prepared for negotiations.

Understanding the process used to
negotiate can provide individuals
with a competitive advantage.

 Entry
 Mid‐Level

Negotiations are something that individuals usually don’t like, fully understand, or want to do. However, many
individuals don’t realize that their engaged in some type of negotiation almost every day. Understanding the
purpose, objectives, and considerations of negotiations will help individuals and organizations accomplish their
goals. This session addresses the challenges and components of negotiations, along with negotiation strategies.











Define negotiation
Identify negotiation challenges
Understand the reasons for negotiations
Define effective negotiations
Review negotiation strategies
Identify negotiation obstacles
Discuss the subsets of negotiation
Review the components of negotiation
Develop strategies for better negotiations








Why are negotiations important?
What are negotiation challenges?
What is an effective negotiation?
What are negotiation strategies?
What are the components of a negotiation?
What are the impacts of not having effective
negotiation skills?
 How can an individual develop negotiation skills?
 Why might negotiations be an effective tool to
achieve success?
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